DIY Coloring Pages!
Hello and Welcome to Geomegic!
What is Geomegic?
Geomegic is a Design It Yourself (DIY) coloring pages method. With Geomegic you become your own
coloring pages artist!
I created this method because like many other people I have no natural ability to draw or work with color
but I always wanted to find some form of artistic expression. That’s how Geomegic idea came to be and I
am really happy to share it with you.
Word ‘Geomegic’ means Geometry
try Magic
Magic. Geometric grid that’s where the magic happens.
happens Using the grid
makes it easy to create all kinds of cool patterns and make them as simple or as complex as you want
them to be.
So print out the next page and let the magic begin!

Tatyana
Geomegic creator

How to design a coloring pattern
Step 1
Print out the second page of this document – your blank canvas page. You will use this page to design your
pattern or one of our patterns. If you are new to Geomegic you may want to try our patterns first. Follow
this link to find our patterns: http://geomegic.com/patterns/

Step 2
Once you have a printed canvas page grab a black pen or a led pencil and an eraser and start
s
designing
your pattern. Watch step by step instructional videos to get some ideas. Follow this
his link to find instructional
videos: http://geomegic.com/category/patterns/

Step 3
Now color
olor your pattern any way you choose. Don’t know how to chose colors?! No
o problem!
problem You can find
sample coloring ideas below the instructional videos for each pattern
pattern. Follow this link to find our patterns:
http://geomegic.com/patterns/

Just
ust feel like coloring?
Join our mailing list and receive Free Col
Coloring Pages eBook http://geomegic.com/ebook/
/ebook/
Geomegic.com
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Triangle Grid and Triangle D
Dot notes page, download from Geomegic.com/downloads
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